Introduction
Welcome to The First Workshop Beyond Vision and Language: Integrating Real-World Knowledge (LANTERN) co-located with EMNLP-IJCNLP 2019. The primary goal of the workshop is to bring together researchers adopting machine learning techniques to interconnect language, vision, and other modalities by leveraging external knowledge. By encouraging contributions exploiting very diverse sources of external knowledge (knowledge graphs, fixed and dynamic environments, cognitive and neuroscience data, etc.), the workshop aims to foster discussion and promote novel research directions which acknowledge the importance of knowledge in acquiring, using, and evaluating language in realworld settings.
In this first edition, we called for both long and short papers. All the accepted ones are published in these Proceedings.
LANTERN 2019 received 17 submissions, out of which 1 was desk-rejected before the reviewing phase due to inappropriateness. The remaining 16 papers received 2 highly-qualified double-blind reviews. Besides considering the average overall score, only papers for which none of the reviewers expressed a negative opinion (strong or weak reject) were accepted. In total, 9 papers (3 long, 6 short) were accepted to appear in the workshop, with an acceptance rate of around 53%.
Contributions are representative of a varied number of current problems and approaches and include novel deep learning techniques and tasks in the domain of visual reasoning, the use of multilingual embeddings and scene graphs in multimodal tasks, multi-agent language learning, the use of eye-tracking data in syntactic tagging and of textual adversaries in multimodal machine translation, the extraction of orthography knowledge from Chinese characters. Such richness of approaches and perspectives is in line with the purpose of the workshop, and confirms the growing interest for problems going beyond the task-specific integration of language and vision. 
